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Member
Motor Accdent Clairna T;lilnd

ScnitPur, TezPur

Heading of Judgment in MACT case.

BEFORE THE MEMBER OF THE MOTOR ACCIDENT
cLArM TRIBUNAL, SONITPUR, TEZPUR

Present: Sri J.M.Barman , AJS,
Membe[ MACI SonitPur
Tezpur

MAC No. (D) Case No: 63/ 2020

1. Smti Anju Dey

WO-Sri Pradip DeY

2. Sri Pradip Dey

S/O-Late Paresh DeY

both are permant resident of village -
No:1 Darrang Bajar

P.S-Dalgaon, Dist: Darrang ( Assam )

Present Address:

Ward No: 4, Dhekiajuli Town

P.S-Dhekiajuli
Dist: Sonitpur ( Assam )

---claimants

-Vs-

1. Sri Biman Dey

S/O-Sri Bimal DeY

R/O-V|llage- Monojuli

P.S-Dhekiajuli
- 

Dist: Sonitpur (Assam)

ANJU ngY-VS- BAJAJ AUTANZ €EN INSURANCE CO. tTD. .
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Egrihur' Tezpur

PAGf, NO: 2

Date of argument: 07.07.2022

Date of Judgment: 30.07.2022

APPEARANCE:

Advocate for the claimant: Mr. B.B. Biswas

uAcNO. (p) 6s or eo20

----owner cum driver of the offending vehicle
2. Bajaj Allianz Gen. INS. Co. LTD.

Divisional office, Royal Centre, 4th floor I 402,
Opp of S.B Deorah College, G.S Road, Near
HP petroT_yr? Utubari , Ghy-

.-insurer of the offending vehicte.

3. Pawan Dey @ paban Dey ( since deceased )
S/O-Sri Paresh Dey,
Resident of viffage - No:1 Darran g Bazar
P.S-Dalgaon, Dist: Darrang (Assam)

Present Address:

Ward No: 4, Dhekiajuli Town
P.S-Dhekiajuli
Dist: Sonitpur ( Assam )

Owner's information of the
unavailable

Insurer's information of the
unavailable

motor cycle is

motor cycfe is

----opposite parties.

4.

5.

ffi
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Advocate for the opposite party No.l: Mrs. R. Chakrabarty

Advocate for the opposite party No.2: Mr. D Baruah

JUDGMENT

This is a claim arising out of a petition, filed by

the claimants Smt. Anju Dey and Sri Pradip Dey under

section 166 of MV Act, for granting compensation of

Rs.25,00,000.00 (Rupees twenty five lakh) on account

of death of their son namely Late Pawan Dey @ Paban

Dey who died in a Motor Vehicle accident which took

place on 17.09.2020 at about 8.30 AM near at ASTC

Bus stand , Tarajan under Dhekiajuli Police Station.

It is contended by the claimants that their son

namely late Late Pawan Dey @ Paban Dey who was

an automobile mechanic and on the date of accident ,

he was on trial run of a motor cycle bearing

registration number AR-01-8-3763 and was riding the

vehicle from Dhekiajuli Town toward his garage

situated in the western side of Dhekiajuli town. The

claimant further stated that when their son had

reached near ASTC Bus stand, in front of him / one

Swift Dezire vehicle bearing registration number AS-

t2-K-2674, which was driven by the driver in a rash

and negligent manner , and at that relevant time while

a stray dog suddenly came in front of the vehicle,

1.

2.

l\'! r rti be r
Motor Accr*4ent Ciairm Trbunal

SottitPur, TezPut
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while crossing the road, the driver had applied hard

break to stop the vehicle in order to save the dog, as a

result, deceased who was riding the motorcycle and

behind the offending vehicle, had dashed on the rear

side of the offending vehicle, thereby causing grievous

injury to the son of the claimant on his head,

consequence of which their son died on spot. The

claimants further submitted in their claim petition that

immediately after the accident, the local people had

admitted their son at Tezpur Medical College and

Hospital, Tezpur (in short TMCH), and where the

attending doctors declared him brought dead. post

mortem of the deceased was done at TMCH, Tezpur.

According to the claimants an amount of Rs.50,000/ (

Rupees fifty thousand ) was incurred in the treatment

of the deceased. The claimants further submitted that

their son ( deceased ) used to earn an amount of

Rs.10,000/ ( Rupees ten thousand ) by working as an

automobile mechanic under one Suman Dutta and he

was sole earner of the family of the claimants, as both

the claimants are aged person and they have no any

individual income source. Accordingly the claimants

has claimed an amount of Rs. 25,00,000/ ( Rupees

twenty five lakhs) as a compensation for the death of

their son in motor accident.

MemkPer
ilotor Acsident Ctaims Trbunat

ErritPur, TezPur
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Both the ie Opposite party No: 1 & Opposite

party No: 2l Insurance company after receiving

summons from the Tribunal have appeared before the

tribunal and filed their respective written statements

by contesting the claim proceeding.

4.oppositepartyNo:lsriBimanDeyistheowner
cum driver of the alleged offending vehicle bearing

registration number As-12K-2674 and he took the plea

in his written statement that claim petition is not

maintainable as per law or in facts, there is no any

cause of action for the filing the claim petition, and

claimants have suppressed the material fact, and

hence petition is liable to be dismiss' opposite Party

No: t has denied all the allegation of the claimants

made in their claim petition and submitted that he is

the owner of the vehicle bearing registration number

AS-12K-2 674 and aforesaid vehicle was insured with

Bajaj Allianz General Insurance co, LTD, Divisional

officer, Royal centre, Ulubari, Ghy-7 being policy No:

oG-2-9910-1801-00213851, valid up to 24.t2.2020

and aforesaid accident was occurred during the validity

of the insurance policy. opposite party No: 1 fufther

submitted that at the relevant time of accident he has

valid driving license issued by the concerned DTO'

According to opposite party No:1, he is not liable to

3.

lV?enrhe r
Motor Accrlent Ctairns Trbunal

SonitPur, TezPur
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pay the compensation as at the relevant time of

accident the vehicle has valid insurance converge.

Accordingly prays to dismiss the claim petition filed by

the claimants.

5. Opposite party No: 2 I Bajaj Allianz General

Insurance Co. Ltd also filed their written statement

and admitted the fact that at the relevant time of

accident the offending vehicle bearing registration No:

AS-L2K-2674 has insurance policy, but the insurance

company is not liable to pay the compensation, if any

to the claimant as the alleged accident was occurred

due to rash and negligent riding of the rider of the

motorcycle and hence Opposite party No: 2 is not

liable to pay any compensation to the claimants.

Opposite party No: 2 further submitted in their written

statement that, claimants failed to implead the insurer

of the motorcycle in the claim petition as opposite

party. Opposite party No: 2 further submitted in their

written statement that the driver of the offending

vehicle had not possessed any valid driving license at

the relevant time of accident. According to Opposite

party No:2 , the claimants side failed to furnish any

relevant documents pertaining to the offending vehicle

as well as the motorcycle as per provision of Motor

Vehicle Act. Opposite party No: 2 further submitted in

AI{.}XJID;EY-VS,- EA.J&J &LIIANZ GEN INSURANCE CO. LTD. .
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their written statement that as the deceased drove the

motorcycle without any valid documents, hence they

are not at all liable to pay the compensation. Opposite

party No: 2 denied that the vehicle bearing registration

number AS-L2K-2674 ( swift dzire ) was involved in

the accident and relation of the claimants with the

deceased, the age of the deceased and his monthly

earning amounting to Rs.10,000/ ( Rupees ten

thousand ). The Opposite party No:2 further submit in

their written statement that claimants are not entitled

any interest , even if the claim petition is allowed, for

the delay caused by them for furnishing medical and

other documents and on the future prospect.

Accordingly Opposite party No: 2 prays to dismiss the

claim petition filed by the claimants.

6. On the basis of the pleadings of the parties, the

following issues have been framed -

a) Whether the accident took place on L7'09.2020

at about 8.30 AM due to the rash and negligent

driving by the driver of the vehicle No: AS-LZK-

2674 ( Maruti Suzuki Dzire ) and vehicle No: AR-

018-3763 (Motor Cycle ) and whether the victim

Pawan Dey @ paban Dey died due to the alleged

accident.

ANJU ngY-T,Is- BAJAJ ALIIAI;Z GEI{ INSURANCE CO. LTD. .
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b) Whether the claimants are entitled to get any

compensation as prayed for and if so, from whom

and to what extent?

7. In order to prove the case, the claimant Smti

Anju Dey ie mother of the deceased , has examined

herself as CW-l, and eye witness of the accident Sri

Jadab Mandal as C.W-2 , and exhibited some

documents. The Opposite Party/Bajaj Allianz Gen.

Insurance Co. Ltd. duly cross-examined the witnesses,

and examined owner cum driver of the Swift Dezire

as DW-1 and the investigating officer namely Mr. Santi

Ranjan Mazumdar as DW-2. Both the witnesses were

cross examined by claimants side.

B. I have heard the argument placed by the learned

counsels for both sides. Learned counsel for the

insurance company also filed written argument. I have

perused the evidence on record of both the sides.

DISCUSSION. DECISION AND REASON THEREOF:

Issue No: (a) : / Whether the accident took
place on 77.09.2020 at about 8,3O AM due to
the rash and negligent driving by the driver of
the vehicle No: AS-72K-2674 ( Maruti Suzuki

Dzire ) and vehicle No: AR-OLB-3763 (Motor

9.
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Cycte ) and whether the victim Pawan Dey @

paban Dey died due to the alleged accident ?)

10. The claimant Smti Anju Dey, one of the claimant

of the instant case, has examined herself as CW-l,

and deposed in her evidence that her son was an

automobile mechanic and on the date of accident i.e.

on L7.09.2020 at about 8.30 AM, her son (since

deceased ) went on trial of a motorcycle bearing

registration number AR-018-3763 on the road. Cw-L

further deposed in her evidence that one Jadab

Mandal also accompanied her son on the aforesaid

motorcycle as a pillion rider and at the relevant time of

accident her son was riding the vehicle from Dhekiajuli

town to his garage i.e. the western side of Dhekiajuli

town. Cw-l further deposed in her evidence that while

her son had reached near ASTC bus stand, in front of '

him there was another vehicle bearing registration

number AS-12K-2674 (Maruti Swift Dzire ), driven by

the driver of the said vehicle in a rash and negligent

manner and in the meantime while a stray dog

suddenly cross the road, the driver of the offending

vehicle had applied sharp break in order to save the

life of the dog, and as a consequence of that, the

motorcycle which was running behind the offending

vehicle had knocked the vehicle on the rear side of the

ANJU nSY-VS- BAJAJ AUIANZ GEN INSURANCE CO. LTD. .
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11. Cw-l admitted

son did not possess

time of accident.

12.

in her cross-examination that her

any driving license at the relevant
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vehicle, thereby causing grievous injury to her son.

According to Cw-1, her son had sustained grievous

injury on his head and died on spot. Thereafter

deceased was taken to Tezpur Medical college and

Hospital, Tezpur ( in short TMCH ) but doctors

declared her son drought dead and later on, the post

mortem of her son was performed at, TMCH, Tezpur.

Cw-1 further deposed in her evidence that the

aforesaid accident was caused due to the rash and

negligent driving of the driver of the offending vehicle

bearing registration number AS- LZK-267 4.

I\.{ ern tre r
f$br Acaident Ctairns Trounal

Ssnitpur' Tezpur Although, Cw-1 was cross-examined by the

opposite party on the point of rash and negligent

driving, she reiterated that due to the rash and

negligent driving of the driver of the offending vehicle

bearing registration number AS-12K-2674, the

aforesaid accident had occurred. She denied to a

suggestion of the opposite party, that as the accident

had occurred due to the contributory negligence of his

son, hence the insurer of both the vehicle ie the

't
.s
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motorcycle driven by her son and swift Dzire vehicle

are jointly liable to pay compensation.

13. ladav Mandal (Cw-2) is one of the eyewitness of

the aforesaid accident and he deposed in his evidence

that on the date of incident ie L7.09.2020 at about

B:30 AM in the morning, he along with the deceased,

who was an automobile mechanic at the relevant time

of incident, were proceeding for trial run of a motor

cycle bearing registration number AR-018-3763, in

which he was a pillion rider. Cw-2 further deposed in

his evidence that the motor cycle was driving by the

deceased from the Dhekiajuli town towards his garage

i.e. the Eastern side of Dhekiajuli town and while they

reached near ASTC bus stand, in front of them one

Swift Dezire vehicle was moving in a rash and

negligent manner, driven by its driver and in the

meantime while a stray dog had suddenly cross the

road, the driver of the Swift Dezire vehicle had applied

sharp break to stop the vehicle, as a result of which

the motor cycle which was on the backside of the

aforesaid Swift Dezire vehicle, had crash into the real

side of the vehicle thereby causing grievous injury on

the head of the son of the claimant. According to Cw-

2, Pawan Dey @ Paban Dey died on spot after the

accident. Immediately after the accident the deceased

ANJU ngY_VS- BAJAJ ALIIANZ GEN INSUBANCE CO. LTD. '
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was taken to TMCH, Tezpur, but the attending doctors

declared him death, and thereafter post-mortem of the

deceased was done at TMCH, Tezpur. Cw-2 further

deposed in his evidence that aforesaid accident was

caused due to the rash and negligent driving of the

driver of the offending vehicle bearing registration

number AS-12K-2674.

t4. In his cross examination he reiterated that he

was the pillion rider of the motor cycle ridden by the

deceased. Not a single question is put by the

insurance company to Cw-2, on whose fault the

aforesaid accident was caused. Even no any

suggestion was given by the opposite par$l insurance

company to Cw-2 that aforesaid accident was caused

due to fault of deceased itself.

15. Dw-1, the owner and driver of the Swift Dezire

vehicle in his evidence deposed that on the date of

accident, he had left his car parked by the side of the

ASTC bus stand and he was talking to a friend, and

while he returned near to his car, he saw a boy was

laying on injured condition, by the side of the car

along with of a two-wheeler on his side. Dw-l further

deposed that that while he had reached near the

vehicle, he had seen that the rider of the two wheeler

&I{J"IU E,flY-Vg--BAJ&J &L.IIANZ GEN INSUR&NCE CO. LTD. .
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after hitting a stray dog had struck in to his vehicle.

But in cross examination, he admitted that at the

relevant time of accident he was driving his vehicle.

Moreove; he himself made two contradictory

statements in his cross- examination that while he

reached near his vehicle, a boy along with a two

wheeler was laying near his vehicle and subsequently

he deposed that while he came near to his vehicle, he

had seen rider of the motor cycle after hitting a stray

dog, had hit the rear side of his vehicle. Those

different versions of DW-1 in his cross examination,

itself prove that accident had not occurred the way as

deposed by him. Hence from the evidence of Dw-1, it

is itself clear that at the relevant time of accident he

was driving the vehicle, and same was not in a

standing mode and in that circumstances, question of '

witnessing the accident as deposed by him is not a

believable one.

16. DW-2 was the investigator officer who has been

conducting the investigation of the accident case

lodged against the driver being Dhekiajuli P.s case No:

59312020 under section 2791 304 (A) of the alleged

offending vehicle. DW-2 deposed in his evidence that

the earlier investigating officer had sized two numbers

of vehicles bearing Registration No. AS-12K-2674 and

Member
Motot Aci'c+nt Clairns Tr$unal

SunitPur' TezPur
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AR-01D-3763 i.e. one motor cycle and swift Dezire

vehicle respectively, but no any documents of the

motor cycle could be sized. DW-z further deposed in

his evidence that his earlier investigating officer after

the accident had visited the place of occurrence, has

made GD entry No: 562, dated t7.09.2020, and as per

note of the G.D. entry of earlier investigating officer, it

reveals that on the date of occurrence aforesaid Maruti

Swift Dezire vehicle was parked near ASTC bus stand

and at that time the motorcycle driven by the

deceased from Dhekiajuli toward Orang dashed

against the vehicle from back side as he could not

control the vehicle after applying sharp break due to

running of a dog by his front side. He exhibited extract

copy of the GD entry as Ext-A.

17. In his cross examination, Dw-2 has admitted that

the earlier investigating officer had not mention in the

note of the GDE about the version of the eye-witness

on the basis of which he had prepared the GD entry

and in the GD entry there is no any mention regarding

the shop situated near the place of occurrence.

18. Learned counsel for the claimant during his

argument submitted that due to rash and negligent

ANiJUi DEY:VB- EAJAJ &LJI*.NZ. CtrIJ.IIV5UR-q.NCE. EO. tTD. .
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driving of the driver of the Swift Dezire vehicle

aforesaid accident occurred.

19. Per contra, learned counsel for the opposite

partyl insurance company submitted that the vehicle

bearing registration number AS-L2rc2674 ( swift

Dezire ) was not involved in the instant case and

aforesaid accident was caused due to rash and

negligent driving of the rider of the motor cycle

without any valid driving license.

20. As I discuss earlier that the driver/ owner of the

offending vehicle (DW-1), although deposed in his

affidavital evidence that at the relevant time of

accident his vehicle was parking near ASTC, Bus stand,

but in his cross examination, he admitted that at the

relevant time of accident he was driving the vehicle.'

That means the vehicle in question at the relevant

time of accident was moving.

2t. The contention of the claimants side is that

driver of the offending vehicle had applied sharp

breaks while a dog suddenly cross the road, in that

process, the deceased who was driving the motorcycle

and was behind the swift Dezire vehicle had dashed

against the swift desire vehicle on the rare side, when

ANJU oEY-Vs- BAJAJ AUIANZ GEN ll'isu&.rNcr' co- LTD..
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suddenly the aforesaid vehicle came to halt on the

road.

22. Now question is, whether on such factual

condition driving of the rider can be termed to have

contributory negligence on his part in causing the

accident ?

23. Cw-2 ( Jadav Mandal) who is the eyewitness of

the instant case and was a pillion rider of the motor

cycle which was driven by the deceased at the relevant

time of accident has specifically deposed that it was

the driver of the Swift Dezire vehicle who had stopped

the vehicle suddenly by applying sharp break to avoid

hitting a stray dog running in front of the aforesaid

vehicle, and in that process the motor cycle which was

running behind the aforesaid car, had hit Swift Dezire

vehicle from behind. But surprisingly the opposite

partyl insurance company has not put a single

question on the aforesaid point to the eyewitness to

rebut his evidence. On the other hand the driver

/owner (DW 1) of the offending vehicle although in his

affidavital evidence had deposed that at the relevant

time of accident the vehicle was parked near the ASTC

bus stand at Dhekiajuli, but in his cross-examination

he had admitted that at the relevant time of accident,

he was driving the aforesaid vehicle, which itself prove

AI\XJU N,EY-VS- BAJAJ &IIIAIJ.Z GE]I II{SURANCf, Co. LTD. -
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that at the relevant time of accident the Swift Dezire

vehicle was in moving condition.

24. The investigating officer (Dw-2) examined by the

opposite party/insurance company admitted in that in

the GD entry although it was written that at the

relevant time of accident the Swift Dezire vehicle was

parked near the ASTC bus stand, but he admitted that

there is no any note on the basis of which aforesaid

remark was written by the earlier investigating officer,

DW-2 specifically deposed in his evidence that the

investigation of the instant case is still going on and

after completion of investigation he can say on whose

fault the aforesaid accident had occurred.

25. From Ext-1 ( Accident information report-Form

54) it reveals that the officer in charge of Dhekiajuli

police station registered a case being Dhekiajuli PS'

case No: 59312020 under section 2791304-4 of IPC

against the owner cum driver of the swift Dezire

vehicle namely Biman Dey and name of the injured is

mention as Paban Dey. In Ext-1 the registration

number of the offending vehicle is mention as AS-IzK-

2674. As per Ext-2(3), the mother of the deceased

had lodged the ejahar at Dhekiajuli police station

regarding the accident on 2310912020. On the other

hand the owner and the driver of the Swift Dezire his

ANJU De'Y-VS- BAJ*.J AUIANZ GEN INSURANCE CO. LTD..
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vehicle who had denied his involvement in the accident

case failed to show before this tribunal that he had in

fact lodge an ejahar, against the deceased for his rash

and negligent driving. It is a settle law that to proving

the rash and negligent driving, the claimant has to

prove his case on the basis of preponderance of

probability.

26. lrc determine the negligence of the driver of the

offending vehicle, my attention go through the

judgment of the Hon'ble High Court of Madhya

Pradesh in the case of Basant Kaur and others vs.

Chattar Pal Sinoh and Ors. reported in 2003 ACJ

369 MP(DB), wherein it had been held that

registration of a criminal case against the driver of

offending vehicle is enough to record the finding that

the driver of the offending vehicle is responsible for

causing the accident.

27 . Further Hon'ble Apex Court in In Bimla Devi

and Ors. V. Himachal Road Transpoft

Corporation and Ors., (2009'1 13 SC 530, the

Hon'ble Supreme Court held :

"8. ,,,,, ftr a petition under Section 766 of the

Act, the Petitioners were merely to establish

their case on the touchstone of

K.
Memtrer
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preponderance of probability and holistic view

is to be taken while dealing with the Claim

Petition under the Motor Vehicles Act. Para 75

of the repoft is extracted hereunder :

"75, fn a situation of this naturel the Tribunal

has rightly taken a holistic view of the matter,

ft was to be borne in mind that strict proof of
an accident caused by a particular bus in a
particular manner may not be possible to be

done by the Petitioners. The Petitioners were

merely to establish their case on the

touchstone of preponderance of probability.

The standard of proof beyond reasonable

doubt could not have been applied, "

28. Further it has been held in catena of cases that

the proceedings under the Motor Vehicles Act are not

akin to the proceedings as in civil cases and hence

strict rule of evidence are not required to be followed

in this regard.

29. In the instant case also, on the basis of the

appreciation of evidence of both the sides and the

exhibited documents of the claimants, it is proved that

the driver of the offending Swift Dezire vehicle bearing

registration number AS-12K-2674, is responsible for

,P's1'

ANJU ngY-Vs-BAJAJ AUIANZ €EN INSURANCE CO. LTD. .
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causing the accident, a consequence of which the

Paban Dey had sustained severe injury on his head

and died on spot.

30. Accordingly issue number (a) is decided

affirmative and infavour of the claimant.

Issue No: (b): (Whether the claimant is/ is
entitled to get any compensation as prayed

for and if so, from whom and to what extent?)

31. In the instant case my learned predecessor has

not framed any issue on the point whether at the

relevant time of accident the offending vehicle bearing

registration number AS-12K-2674 has valid insurance

coverage.

32. In the instant case, the owner of the offending

vehicle bearing registration number AS-L2K-2674

namely Biman Dey has contested the proceeding by

filing written statement. In his written statement he

specifically deposed that his vehicle bearing

registration number AS-t2K-2674 was duly insured at

the relevant time of accident with the Bajaj Allianz

General Insurance Co. Ltd, Divisional Officer; G.S Road,

Ulubari being insurance policy number OG-2-9910-

1801-00213851 and same was valid up to 24.12.2020

by covering all the risk and liability of any accident of

&IJJJIJ onY:Vs- g&JAJ AL"IIANZ GEI\I INSI;RANcE eo. LTD. ,
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the vehicle mention above. The owner of the offending

vehicle also filed the photocopy of the insurance policy

and from that photocopy of the insurance policy, it is

clear that the owner of the offending vehicle has

insurance policy with Bajaj Allianz General Insurance

Co. Ltd, Divisional Office G.S Road, Ulubari and same

was valid from 24.L2.20L9 to midnight of 25.L2.2020.

The aforesaid accident was occurred on L7.09.2020,

and hence same is within the valid insurance policy of

the offending vehicle. The opposite party No:2/ Bajaj

Allianz Gen insurance company Ltd also has not denied

the fact of having insurance policy of the offending

vehicle at the relevant time of accident.

33, Accordingly I hold that at the relevant time of

accident the offending vehicle bearing registration

number AS-L2K-2674 has valid insurance policy undei

the Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Co. Ltd, Divisional

Office G.S Road, Ulubari

34. As I discuss above, it is already decided vide

issue (a) that due to the rash and negligent driving of

the driver of the offending vehicle the accident

occurred, consequence of which injured Paban Dey the

Son of the claimant had sustained grievous injury on

his head and expired on spot. It is also already proved

that the offending vehicle bearing registration number

ANJU OgY-VS- BAJAJ ALIIANZ GEN INSURANCE Co. L-TD. .
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AS-12K-2674 has valid insurance policy coverage under

Bajaj Allianz General Insurance co. Ltd, Divisional

Office G.S Road, Ulubari at the relevant time of

accident.

35. In the instant case, the claimants are parent of

the deceased, claiming compensation for the death of

their son namely Pawan Dey @ paban Dey who was at

the time of accident was a bachelor and a motor

mechanic. PW-1 (claimant ) while deposing her

evidence before the court, deposed that her son was a

automobile mechanic and had worked in a garage at

time of accident, and had earn an amount of Rs.

10,000/ ( Rupees ten thousand ) per month. Cw-l,

one of the claimant and the mother of the deceased

although deposed in her evidence that her son used to

earn an amount of n 10,000/ ( Rupees ten thousand )

by working in the garage of one namely Suman Dutta,

but she has not examined Mr. suman Dutta, proprietor

of the garage to substantiate her contention. without

any oral evidence from the aforesaid proprietor it

cannot be held her son used to earn an amount of n
10,000/( Rupees ten thousand ) per month by working

as a automobile mechanic.

36. The age of the deceased as per claimants was

19 years, at the relevant time of accident. But as per

AIIJI; ofiY-VS- E&JAJ IIUIAIIZ €EN. INSUBANCE eo. LTD. .
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post-mortem report (Ext-3) the age of the deceased is

shown as L7 years. The claimant while adducing her

evidence has not adduce any documentary evidence

regarding the age of the deceased, to prove her

contention about the age of her deceased son in her

claim petition as well as in her evidence.

37. Learned counsel appearing on behalf of the

insurance company also in their written argument has

submitted that claimant failed to prove the age of the

deceased.

38. The claimant while filing the claim petition has

mentioned that at the time of death her son was aged

about 19 years. It also reveals that regarding the

accident, mother of the deceased, has filed one FIR

before the Dhekiajuli P.S wherein she had mentioned'

the age of her son as 20 years. No doubt, in the post

mortem report, the age of the deceased is shown as

17 years, but that age also can't be held as correct, as

there is no any information or remark on the basis of

which the age of the deceased was entered in the post

mortem report. Considering all these aspect, as the

natural guardian of the deceased le mother of the

deceased deposed in her evidence that at the time of

death he son was aged about 19 years, hence it is

INJU nTY_Vs- B*.J*.J ALIIANZ GEN IJSURANcE co. LTD. .
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held that at the time of death , deceased was about 19

years of age.

39. As the claimant side failed to prove the income

of the deceased at the relevant time of accident,

hence an amount of Rs. 5000/( Rupees five thousand )

is presumed to be monthly income of the deceased at

the relevant time of accident.

40. Learned counsel appearing on behalf of the

insurance company in his written argument submitted

that as claimant failed to show any documents that

deceased at the time of death was in permanent

service or entitle to get promotion, hence no any

future prospect can be given to the income of the

deceased, even if claim petition is allowed in favour of

the claimants.

4L The aforesaid point as raised by the learned

counsel for the insurance company is already settled

by Hon'ble Apex Court in the pranay Sethi's case

reported in {(20L7) 16 SCC 680 }. Hence on the spirit

of the aforesaid Judgement, the submission made by

the learned counsel for the insurance is not

sustainable.

42. Learned counsel for the insurance further in his

written agreement submitted that loss of dependency

&I\Ii.jT-I Dfl.Y-Vs-. B&JAJ ALJIAI{z GEN INSURANCI Co. LTD. .
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can't be calculated while computing the compensation,

if same is allowed in favour of claimants.

43. The claimants being the parents of the deceased

dependent upon the earning of their son (since

deceased) and hence entitled to loss of dependency

and aforesaid matter is already well settle by Hon'ble

Apex Court in National Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Pranay

Sethi, (20t7) 16 SCC 680, Magma General Insurance

Co. Ltd. v. Nanu Ram, (2018) 18 SCC 130, where in

Hon'ble Apex Court awarded the compensation to the

parents of the deceased including loss of dependency.

Hence submission of the learned counsel for the

insurance company could not be sustained.

44. In the case of National insuranc

Limited - versus Pranav Sethi& others. {(2017)
16 SCC 680 ) the Hon'ble Supreme Court in its
judgment has held in Para No-61 as follows:

45. \\ PARA NO-61:In view of the aforesaid

analysis, we proceed to record our conclusions:

i) The two - Judge Bench in Santosh Devi

should have been well advised to refer the

matter to a larger Bench as it was taking a

different view than what has been stated

in SailaVerma, a judgment by a coordinate

Bench. It is because a coordinate bench of

ANJU nnY_VS- BAJAJ AuTAItz €E.TI NSURANCE CO. LTD. .
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the same strength cannot take a contrary

view than what has been held by another

coordinate bench.

ii) As Rajesh has not taken note of the

decision in ReshmaKumari, which was

delivered at eailier point of time, the

decision in Rajesh is not a binding
precedent. iii.

While determining the income and addition

of 5O o/o of actual salary to the income of
the deceased towards future prospects,

where the deceased had a permanent job
and was below the age of 4O years should

be made. The addition should be 3oo/o, if
the age of the deceased was between 40

to 50 years, fn case the deceased was

between the ages of 5O to 6O yearsl the

addition should be 75o/o. Actual salary

should be read as actual salary less tax,

fn case the disease was self-employed or
on a fixed salary, an edition of 4oo/o of the

establish income should be warrant where

the deceased was below the age of 4O

years. An addition of 25o/o where the

deceased was between the age of 4O to 5O

iii)

foltnrher
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years and 7oo/o where the deceased was

between the age of 50 to 6O years should

be regarded as the necessary method of
computation, The establish income means

the income minus the tax component,

u) For determination of multiplicand , the

deduction for personal and living expenses

the tribunals and the courts shall be

guided by paragraph 30 to 32 of
SarlaVerma which we have reproduced

hereinbefore,

vi) The selection of multiplier shall be as

indicated in the Table in SailaVerma read

with paragraph 42 of that judgment.

vii) The age of the deceased should be the

basis for applying the multiplier.

viii) Reasonable figures on conventional heads,

namely, Ioss of estate, loss of consottium

and funeral expenses should be Rs.

75/OOO/ - ; Rs. 4qOO0/ - and Rs, 75,000/ -

respectively, The aforesaid amounts

shoutd be enhanced at the rate of 70o/o in

every three years,

46. keeping the spirit of the aforesaid judgment

passed by the Hon'ble Apex Court, in mind, as the age

ANJU DEV-Vs- BAJAJ AUIANZ €EN INSURANCE Co. LTD. .
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of the deceased was 19 years at the time of death ,

hence 40o/o of the income for future prospects should

be assessed, then the monthly income would comes to

Rs. 70001- (Rupees seven thousand) only ( 40o/o of

Rs. 5000/ = Rs. 2000+ Rs.5000= Rs. 70001 )

Accordingly, the annual income of the deceased is

assessed at Rs. 7000- x t2 = Rs. 84,0001- (Rupees

eighty four thousand ) per annum.

the time of death was a bachelor, ,

guideline in Sarla Barma case , 50o/o

hence as per theAS

has to be

deducted as personal and living expenses of the

deceased from the income of the deceased, then an

amount of ( Rs.84,000 -50o/o of 84,000=Rs. 42,0A0D

Rs. 42,000/( Rupees forty-two thousand ) only comes

to be personal and living expenses of the deceased,

then the annual loss of dependency is found to be (Rs.

84,000- Rs.42,0000 = Rs. 42,000/- (Rupees forty-two

thousand. As the deceased died at the age of 19

years, hence as per guidelines given by the Hon'ble

Apex Court in the landmark case of Sarala Verma &

another versus - Delhi Transport Corporation &

others, 2009 (2) TAC 677 (SC), the appropr:iate

multiplier to be chosen for ascertaining the total loss

of dependency is 18.

The deceased at

AT\IJIJ DflY:VS-,B&J&J &UIANIZ G[trX I,I\ISI.JR&NCE CO. LTD. .
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47. Now multiplying the annual loss of dependency

of Rs. 42,0001 x 18 = Rs.7,56,000/- (Rupees seven

lakhs, fifty -six thousand )only . Besides, the loss of

dependency, claimant is entitled to compensation

towards funeral expenses, loss of consortium and loss

of estate.

48. Accordingly as per guideline of the aforesaid

judgement, the claimant is entitled to get an amount

of Rs. 15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen Thousand) on the

head of funeral expenses; Rs. 40,000/- (Rupees Forty

Thousand) towards loss of consortium and Rs.

15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen Thousand) towards loss of

estate.

49. In the instant case, the claimant in her claim

petition as well as in her evidence deposed that after

the accident her son was admitted at Tezpur medical'

college and hospital for treatment and the doctors has

declared him death and she had incurred an amount

of Rs,50,000i ( rupees fifty thousand ) for medical

treatment of her son. But to substantiate her evidence

that she had incurred an amount of n 50,000/ for the

treatment of her son, the claimant has not adduced

any documentary evidence. Moreover from the

evidence on record, it is already proved that the

ANJU OEY-VS- BAJAJ ALIIANZ GEN INSURANCE CO. LTD. '
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injured died on spot, and hence question of
treatment deceased does not arise.
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ORDER

50. In result, the claim petition filed by the claimants

is allowed. As the offending vehicle bearing

registration No. As-LzK-2674 is insured with Bajaj

Allianz Gen. Ins. co. LTD, Guwahati, hence they are

liable to pay the compensation amount to the

claimant. Accordingly opposite party No:2/ insurance

company is directed to make the payment of
Rs.8,26,000/ (Rupees eight Lakhs, twenty_six

thousand) only to the claimants with interest thereon

@ 6% per annum, from g.t2.2r and opposite party

&[J.]Ij EEY-Vs- B&J&J A-tJxANz cEN IrrISURANCE Co. LTD. .
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Loss of Dependency Rs. 7,56,000.00

Head of funeral

expenses

Rs. 15,000.00

Loss of Consortium Rs. 40,000.00

Loss of Estate Rs. 15,000.00

Total = Rs.8,26,000/ ( Rupees egtrt f_at<frq

twenty-six thousand) only
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No:2 is directed to deposit the aforesaid amount into

the Bank Account of the MACI Sonitpur; Tezpur, in

compliance to the guideline laid down by Hon'ble Apex

court in Bajaj Allianz General Insurance company -vs-

union of India & others { civil No: (s) 5341 2020}

through RTGS or NEFT for transfer of the same to the

claimants in their accounts within one month from the

date of receipt of the order of this tribunal , failing

which, they shall be liable to pay future interest at the

rate of Bo/o from today till its realization of the

compensation amount.

51. It is found that mother (cw-l) of the deceased is

aged about 40 years at the time of her adducing

evidence. Hence an amount of Rs'3,00,000/ ( Rupees

three lakhs ) of the total awarded amount is to be

deposited in FDR in the name smti Anju Dey , mother

of the deceased for a period of 6 years in any

nationalized Bank/ post office. The original pass book

of the Fixed deposit, as directed above, shall be given

to the claimant smti Anju Dey along with the

photocopy of the F.D.R, the original Fixed deposit

receipt be given after expiry of the Fixed deposit

period. No cheque book shall be issued to the

claimant above named without permission of the

Tribunal. No loan, advance or withdrawal shall be

ANJU NTY-VS. BAJAJ AUIANZ GE-N INSURANCE CO. tTD. .
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allowed from the fixed deposit without permission

the Tiibunal.

52. The rest of the amount is to be paid to
both the claimants in equal share.

53' Furnish a free copy of this judgment to
parties concerned as provided u/s 168(2) M v Act
within 7 (seven) from the date of the delivery of the
instant judgement.

54. Given under my hand and seal of this Tribunal
on this 30th day of Jury , 2022, at sontipur, Tezpur

b
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Dictated and corrected bv mev {r,M
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